The 2017-2018 fiscal year was a tremendous one for the Loppet Foundation. There were so many moments that made the year great, but one of the most important was also one of the quietest.

In September 2018, the Loppet Foundation formally donated newly constructed The Trailhead building to the Minneapolis Park & Recreation Board. That day marks the official start of 20-year lease and operating agreements with the Park Board—a momentous day for the Loppet Foundation, the Park Board, and the users of the park system. Thanks to the hard work of the Loppet community, our city has a wonderful new asset that will transform how generations of people interact with our park, and become part of the outdoor active lifestyle at the core of the Loppet’s mission.

But that was hardly the only exceptional moment! To cite just a few others, this past year, we:

• Opened the Trailhead to the public in July, after a successful capital campaign that brought in more than $5 million in donations.
• Improved cross-country ski infrastructure in Theodore Wirth Park, increasing the size of the lower stadium, adding more beginner-friendly trails with snowmaking capacity, and creating a total of 6.5 km with snowmaking capacity.
• Hosted skiers from all over the world at the Masters’s World Cup;
• Brought skiing and the spirit of the North to the world by creating winter on Nicollet Mall as part of Minnesota’s Super Bowl LIVE celebrations; Hosted the Midwest Junior Championships;
• Brought Minne-Loppet programming to 11 elementary schools, where more than 1,000 kids learned to ski and love winter;
• Through Loppet Nordic Racing, won another national championship as the best junior ski team in the country;
• Made a successful bid to host a FIS World Cup race in March 2020, the first World Cup race in the United States since 2001;
• Supported 100 Northside Junior Loppet middle-school age athletes in developing a love for an outdoor active lifestyle, and at the same time, developing the very same social emotional skills that are essential for life success.
• Purchased a new facility in North Minneapolis and moved much of our programmatic operations there;
• Sold more Minneapolis parks ski passes than ever before—and had a 146 day ski season, running November 29 to April 23 - 146 days - undoubtedly the longest ski season at Theodore Wirth Park ever;
• Revised the courses for the UCare Tri-Loppet and the Surly Brewing Co. Trail Loppet to finish at the new Trailhead facility;
• Brought Loppet Cycle Works, the mountain bike complement to Loppet Nordic Racing, on board.

• Successfully added a new mountain bike race - the Mount Wirth Loppet; and
• Opened 3.5 miles of new mountain bike event trails - with another 1.5 miles and a mountain bike skills course set to open in the Spring of 2019.

And the list goes on... another successful Loppet Festival, with record turnout at the Luminary Loppet. TRAIL KIDS getting hundreds of kids active and outside, all year round. Adventure Camps bringing a week of summer fun to more than 600 kids, a third of them from our North Minneapolis community. Ski Club. Run Club. Ski lessons. Mountain bike clinics...

All that was in addition to the Foundation’s usual work. The usual Loppet Festival - with record turnout at the Luminary Loppet. The usual Minne-Loppet program - with eleven schools and over 1,000 students learning to ski through the program. The usual Junior Loppet programs and Trail Kids - with hundreds of youth learning leadership skills, and learning to love skiing, mountain biking, orienteering, paddling and trail running. The usual Loppet Adventure Camps - with over 600 kids served, a third of them from underserved communities. And the usual ski, bike and run clubs - bringing people together around a shared passion for the outdoors. We were, as always, proud to bring outdoor adventure to kids from North Minneapolis and our broader Minneapolis community.

There is, of course, more work to be done. While we exceeded our fundraising goals, we ended up financing about $2 million in order to complete The Trailhead project. And, we are entering a whole new world as we bring the Trailhead into operation. Securing the bid for the World Cup was only the first step; now we need to plan, find sponsors for, and host a world-class event!

The good news is that we have great staff, an 1,800+ membership base, a 1,500+ group of talented volunteers, strong partners like the Park Board, the City, Cajun Twist, the Department of Natural Resources, the Minneapolis Public Schools, and Velofix, enthusiastic sponsors and grant funders, and now, with the completion of the capital campaign, an invested group of donors who have seen their investments come to life in The Trailhead.

We have always tried to do inspiring work. Now that we have a home base to operate out of and a new warehouse facility to organize our equipment and things, we are poised to do even better work going forward. Thank you for being part of the Loppet adventure in 2017-2018. We look forward to growing the Loppet community on this journey going forward.

See you on the trails!

John
MISSION
We create a shared passion for year-round outdoor adventure in the Minneapolis area, focusing on underserved youth and families.

VISION
The Minneapolis area leads the world in year-round outdoor activities. Ethnically and economically diverse individuals and families come together around a shared passion for the outdoors – a passion that is universal. The Loppet Foundation is at the center of this shared passion in Minneapolis.

VALUES

ADVENTURE
We believe that living an inspired life requires taking paths with uncertain outcomes. We focus on the journey.

EXCELLENCE
We set the highest standards and strive for continuous improvement in everything we do.

STEWARDSHIP
We are committed to nurturing the resources – like youth, natural resources, and financial assets – entrusted to our care.

INTEGRITY
We value honesty and high moral standards, but our definition of integrity also includes holding each other accountable for living the outdoor active life that we promote.

INCLUSIVENESS
We believe that an outdoor active life is part of all cultures and we strive to share our passion for outdoor activity across individuals with differing abilities, as well as ethnic and economic lines.
The Loppet Foundation’s year-round events build community around shared passion for outdoor activity, and highlight Minneapolis’s abundant natural spaces.

**Events Included:**

- Pre-Loppet
- City of Lakes Loppet Festival
- World Masters Cup
- Super Bowl LIVE
- Mayor’s XC Challenge
- Midwest Juniors Championships

**FAST FACTS:**

- More than 18,000 people participated in a Loppet event.
- More than 1,000 volunteers gave their time and talents to help make Loppet events possible.
ADVENTURES

Loppet Adventures programs create opportunities for people of all ages and abilities to get outside and active, building skills and community around shared passion for outdoor activity.

FAST FACTS:

- More than 1,000 elementary school students learned to cross-country ski through the Minne-Loppet program.
- Almost 100 North Minneapolis middle schoolers were served through the Junior Loppet after-school program — each spending more than 650 hours developing a passion for year-round outdoor activities.
- Loppet Ski School instructors provided more than 225 lessons to adventurers of all ages.
LOPPET SPORT

Loppet Sport provides year-round training opportunities for competitive athletes ages 7 to 107 to reach their full potential.

FAST FACTS:

• Over 900 competitive skiers honed their skills thanks to top-notch USSA Level 100 certified coaching instruction in cross-country skiing

• More than 250 kids mountain-biked, ran, roller skied, paddled and raced in the TRAIL KIDS program, developing grit and resilience through outdoor adventure.
TRAILS & RECREATION

The Loppet Foundation’s Trails and Recreation team partners with the Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board to create, improve, and operate world-class facilities for outdoor recreation.

FAST FACTS:

• More than 4,600 ski passes were sold—the highest number ever, for the second year in a row!

• A full 6.5 km of ski trails with snowmaking capacity were opened.

• The Area 36 and Conundrum multi-use singletrack trails brought 4 miles of new mountain biking and running fun, with construction begun on an additional mile of the 45 North trail.

• After years of planning, fundraising, and construction, The Trailhead—a new home-base for outdoor adventure—opened to the public.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

OPERATING INCOME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sales</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donations, grants and membership</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-Kind Contributions</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sponsorships</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OPERATING EXPENSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General and Administrative</td>
<td>6.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Services - Loppet Sport</td>
<td>14.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Services - Loppet Adventures</td>
<td>15.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Services - Trails and Recreation</td>
<td>19.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
September 30, 2018

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASSETS</td>
<td>$881,988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Assets</td>
<td>$2,759,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loan Receivable</td>
<td>$1,749,595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trailhead Building Lease</td>
<td>$452,802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property and Equipment</td>
<td>$479,079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Assets</td>
<td>$6,338,867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Assets</td>
<td>$8,690,966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIABILITIES</td>
<td>$5,629,947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Liabilities</td>
<td>$5,134,951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term debt, less current portion</td>
<td>$490,996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Liabilities and Net Assets</td>
<td>$3,012,137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NET ASSETS</td>
<td>$1,378,926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unrestricted</td>
<td>$2,091,846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporarily restricted</td>
<td>$1,378,926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Net Assets</td>
<td>$6,338,867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Liabilities and Net Assets</td>
<td>$6,338,867</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

INCOME STATEMENT
For the year ending September 30, 2018

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Donations, grants and membership</td>
<td>$263,136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-kind contributions</td>
<td>$87,370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sponsorships</td>
<td>$2,779,037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration</td>
<td>$299,712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales (food, merchandise, etc)</td>
<td>$254,613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other income</td>
<td>$712,920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Income</td>
<td>$3,012,137</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXPENSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program Services</td>
<td>$207,319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General and Administration</td>
<td>$127,539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising</td>
<td>$3,113,887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Expenses</td>
<td>$3,113,887</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OTHER CHANGES IN NET ASSETS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capital campaign contributions</td>
<td>$616,171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising - capital campaign</td>
<td>$25,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donation of the Trailhead building to Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board</td>
<td>$5,707,911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trailhead building lease</td>
<td>$1,765,595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in Net Assets</td>
<td>$3,453,395</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Net Assets, Beginning of Year $4,166,315
Net Assets, End of Year $712,920

*This chart only subject to final audit.
Thank you to the Loppet Foundation members who joined or renewed their membership between October 1, 2017 and September 30, 2018.
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Curt Hillstrom
Gerald Kollodige
Greg Reinhiller
Jane Harper
Jane Lonquist
Jennifer Ringold
Jon Anderson
Karen Bebchuk
Ken Valley
Laura Crosby
Linda Strande
Maddie McAlister
Mark Stange
Mary Bauer
Mary Winger
Matt Weier
Richard Adair
Richard Howard
Steve Befort
Steve Kotvis
Steven Klos
Susan Knutson
Suzanne Q. Carson
Tim Holmstrom
Tom Rosen
Victor Wavada

YOUTH
Abby Daugherty
Ada Leonhart
Adam Fuller
Adam Hansen
Addison Neitz
Adyra Fine
Aidan Atmore
Aidan Krush
Aidan McMahon
Aizlyn Bzdusek
Ajendra Ghate
Alana Krush
Alayja Rice
Alex Driver
Alex Ingwalson
Alex Moore
Alexandra Jordan
Alina Lor
Allie Moran
Alper Guvenen
Amerielle Brown
Ameerah Shaheid
Amelia Anderson
Anders Decker
Anders Myhre
Anders Schmitz
Andrew DeFor
Andrew Hartmann
Andrew Seeger
Andrew Theis
Andrew Yakes
Andy Larsen
Annie Staloch
Ansel Boger
Asher Strong
Atticus Wolford
August Raygor
Austin Morrow
Ava McNanley
Ava Walker
Ava Werberg
Avery Coen
Ayana Griswold
Barrett Olson
Beck Hagen
Bela Santan
Ben Anderson
Ben Chamberlain
Ben Farrell
Ben Fox
Ben Oak
Benjamin Mechels
Bennett Adams
Bennett Erickson
Bernardo Lopez
Beyla Storlie
Bjorn Sherman-Strand
Blake Bisson
Bode Brinkema
Braden James
Bret Margolis
Breton Fine
Brian Dilla
Briania Hildreth
Bridger Nelson
Brittanie Christian
Brock Held
Bryce Thompson
Brynn McNaney
Caden Johnson
Cai Hallstrom
Calvin Conrad
Cameron Roed
Caroline Peterson
Cash Peters
Cafe Belzer
Catherine Tran
Cayla Cavanaugh
Charles Nyberg
Charlie Grabow
Charlie Hoeppner
Charlie Ostergren
Charlie Reinhardt
Charlotte Morris
Chase Wilkinson
Chloe Sedgister
Claire Adleman
Cleo Mulfinger
Cole Oswalt
Cole Taylor
Connor Lange
Coralie Jones
Corey Davis
Corin Sexton
Daniel Gehman
Danny Price
Dashiel Erickson
Davis Ledsinger
Declan Reid
Declan Vincenty
Demetri Esades
Denise Pliego Galan
Desmond Legein
Diego Adair
Dillon Golfer
Dixie Daly
Dylan Meister
Dylan O’Dea
Dylan Werberg
Dylan West
Easton Engelsma
Ebba Svensson
Ebrima Sarge
Eden Brooks
Eden Linnebach
Eleanor Boger
Eleanor Fink
Elena Grafe
Eliah Fink
Elan Hernandez
Elia Kesler
Elin Angelats
Elin Hartmann
Ellia England
Elli Johnson
Ellie Grabow
Ellington Sweeney
Eliott DesCarpentrie
Elliott Amundson
Elise Belina
Emery Engelsma
Emily Wilson
Emmett Brown
Erick Antonio De La Cruz
Esmee Gulbransen
Ethan Gold
Ethan Klaiman
Ethan Le Moine
Evan Byron
Evan Caniglia
Evan Hagen
Ezra Mehta
Finn Cosgrove
Finn Driver
Finn George
Finn Hofmann-Geye
Finn Mason
Finnegan Ernst
Finniian Adams
Fiona Griffin
Frankie Creel
Frankie Ritter
Gabriel Zeon
Gabrielle Kraemer
Genet Gessert
George Sill
Gina Velez
Gracie Haaf
Grant Haggerty
Grant Taylor
Grayson Mansch
Greta Gesick
Greta Levine
Gretchen Hunter
Gus Culligan
Gwendolyn Gomez
Hannah Barisonzi
Hannah Cavanaugh
Hannah Wall
Harper Legein
Harris Gulbransen
Hazel Anderson
Heaven Harris
Hector Naselaris
Hendrix Bender
Henri Nguyen
Henry Creel
Henry Dean
Henry Frantzen
Henry Hartlyn
Henry Leonard VanDeBoom
Henry Nomeland
Henry Wolfe
Hugh Nyberg
Hunter Fey
Ian Dennis
Ian Myers
Inga Wing
Isaac Daugherty
Isaac Slobin
Isabelle Kral
Isadora O’Neill
Jace Haeter
Jacintha Lang
Jack Bajek
Jack Souvignier
Jack Tamm
Jacob Haaf
Jakai Rice
Jake Lawler
Jakeylah Thomas
James Leonhart
James McMahon
Jasper Raleigh
Jayce Bender
Jessie Montgomery
Jessie Thomas
Jett Whitman
Jimmy McNeil
Jocelyn Ferguson
Joe Matzek
Joel Anderson
John Clifton
John Swanson
Jomario Martin
Jonah Byron
Jose Miguel Coria Palma
Joseph Delphey
Joshua Vail
Josie Struyk
Julian Ciriaco
Justus Hurckman
Kabeer Brar
Kaden Hyland
Kai Haroldson
Kai Lamb
Kai Maharaj
Kai Masterson
Kaiden Thiers
Kaimera Allen
Kairav Santan
Kamall Hall
Kasey Schetnan
Kasia Bednarski
Katarina Schroeer
Kate Johnson
Kate Ropchak
Katherine Mulgrew
Katie Allenson
Kaya Williams
Kayden Morris
Keane Perkins
Keely Veit
Keira Duffy
Kellen Haller
Kelsen Masterson
Kaya Williams
Kayden Morris
Keane Perkins
Keely Veit
Keira Duffy
Kellen Haller
Kelsea Peete
Kenyon Lunder
Kieran Powell-Burns
Kiernan Holmes
Kim Heiort
Kimberly Steward
Kira Peterson
Klara Hoffmann
Koen Mehta
Kristan Shinanl
Laken Masterson
Landen Noon
Lauren Ferguson
Lauren Seim
Lauren Whyte
Lee Lang
Leif Rush
Leonard Chen
Lewis Williams
Liam Griffin
Lila Dingmann
Lila Shaver
Lillian Washington
Lily Bode
Lily Sannes-Eckhoff
Lily Wilson
Lina Vincenty
Liv Myers
Logan Drevlow
Logan Gatti
Logan Ishaug
Lola Hurckman
Louie tenBroeke
Luca DeCamillis
Lucas Levinsohn
Lucas Linnebach
Lucia Zaragoza
Lucinda Janzen
Lucy Bro
Luke Law
Luke Matzek
Luke Weinand
Madalyn Youngbauer
Madeline Alswager
Madigan Webb
Mads Myhre
Mae Barnes
Maggie Fitzgerald
Maia Hennum
Main O'Shaughnessy
Mari Friel
Maria Lee
Marissa Lindaman
Marshall Tsai
Matthew Gilboe
Matvey Kamenshikov
Max Cooper
Max Davis
Max Dockter
Max Rasmussen
Max Skanse
Maya Amundson
Meredith Moore
Meric Sancak
Mia Collins
Michele Nguyen
Milo Roy
Miranda Lindaman
Minam Remucal
Mitchell Anderson
Molly Beaverson
Myles Wilson
Naoko Neitz
Narendra Ghate
Natalie Goidwyne
Nate Nowak
Nathan Dvorak
Nathan Majewski
Nathaniel McElwain
Niara Mattson
Nica Johnson
Nicholas Gerlach
Nick Staloch
Nico Dockter
Nicolas Trujillo
Noa Winkoff
Noah Hill-Starr
Noah Levinsohn
Noah Wagoner
Nolan Barnmann
Nolan Taniou
Olin Lysne
Oliver Brown
Oliver Smith
Oliver Swanson
Olivia England
Olympia Sparks
Oscar Anderson
Otis Friesen
Owen Hutto
Owen Lanie
Owen Van Horn
Patrick Zakiel
Paul Tiziou
Paxon Tapia
Phineas Wolford
Qadir Hall
Quincy Bernstein
Quinn Kessler
Rachel Ghide
Reagan Brogdon
Reece Joshi
Reece Thompson
Reece Woollen
RG Velez
Riley Koehler
River Clementson
Robe'on Coleman
Rocco Zoia
Rogelio Ciriaco
Rohan Reddy
Roman Friese
Rosalie Schwartz
Rowan Falk
Rowan Flood
Ruby Clementson
Ryan Moran
Ryland Nelson
Sam Fuller
Sam Murphy
Sam Skanse
Sam Van Horn
Samantha Graves
Samuel Kaufman
Samuel Majewski
Sandrine Zerbib
Sarah Bartlett
Sasha Chaplin
Sasha Jordan
Savannah Crimi
Scarlett O'Malia
Seamus Ernst
Sean Sullivan
Sebas Swanson
Sebastian Ruf
Selma Myers
Shale Hornig
Shawn Thiers
Shiloh Kenney
Shukri Shul
Sienna Hennum
Silas Hoftan
Silas Krha
Silas Solomon
Simon Showalter-Loch
Sojia Hernandez Limas
Sofia Wyatt
Solvei Hallstrom
Sophia Parish
Sophie Sannes-Eckhoff
Soren Joy
Soren Wicker
Soren Wilkes
Stella Fesenmaier
Stella Rosenkoetter
Stella Wyatt
Stephanie Jones
Sullivan Sandholand
Suzanna Priest
Sydney Drevlow
Sydney Peterson
Tanner Halley
Teddy Klarkowski
Tennyson Stinson
Theo Dockter
Theodore Bakken-Ziring
Theodore Berkovski
Tilly Stremcha
Tom Beyer
Torin McGarry
Trevor Lien
Trey Janssen
Trinity Jackson
Tristan Morris
Ty Perkins
Tyler Hess
Veronica Janzen
Victor Sparks
Wells Darst Rice
Wesley Smith
Wesley Stinson
Wildor Stinson
Will Carpenter
Will Eckes
Will Lange
William Anderson
William Lapinski
William Yeomans
Willam Lysne
Wilton Bomsta
Xavier Gomez
Xavier Kaesviham
Xzavyr Christian
Yair Yardley
Zara Huntington
We are grateful to all the donors who made contributions to the annual fund between October 1, 2017 and September 20, 2018. If there is one truth of donor lists, it is that they are never perfect. If you identify any errors, please contact us at info@loppet.org.

$25,000 AND UP
Anonymous (2)  
Explore Minnesota  
Huelsmann Foundation  
Minneapolis Foundation  
Minnesota State Arts Board  
Otto Bremer Trust  
Pohlad Family Foundation  
REI  
Richard M. Schulze Family Foundation  
Target  
UCare  

$10,000 - $24,999
Carolyn Foundation  
George Family Foundation  
Glen Helgeson Family Foundation  
Noble Family Foundation  
Page and Jay Cowles  
Share Winter Foundation  

$5,000 - $9,999
Alina Health  
Dorsey & Whitney Foundation  
Dick and Joyce H. McFarland Family Fund of the Minneapolis Foundation  
Edward R. Bazinet Charitable Foundation  
John and Linda Sumner  
Mohamed Nouri  
Mayo Clinic  
McVay Foundation  

$1,000 - $4,999
Abrams Family Fund  
Andy and Caroline Vaaler  
Anonymous (2)  
Bill and Sarah Oyler  
Bill Blazar and Mary Hunsiger  
Bob Wheeler and Teri Schiller  
Charlie and Anne Ferrell  
Courtney Cushing Kiernat and RB Kiernat Family Fund of The Minneapolis Foundation  
Cynthia Osterling  
D. Andrew Hall III and Natalie A. Olsen Fund  
David and Josie Nelson  
David and Leni Moore Family Foundation  
David Carr  
Derek Svoren  
Doug Smith and Beatrice Schneider  
Ed and Jenni Ryan  
Eloise and Carl Pohlad Family Fund  
Eric Halverson and Regan Reinerth  
Erik and Roseann Ekstrom  
Felicia Boyd  
FirstService Residential Fund for Community Excellence, in memory of Mel Gittleman of The Minneapolis Foundation  
Google Inc.  
The Head Family Foundation, in honor of Kita and Marianna McVay  
Jamie and Jean Peters  
Jean and John O’Connell  
Jeff and Linda Richards  
Jessen and Marianna Como  
John Layton  
Margot Larsen Ritz/Larsen Fund  
Mark and Penelope Greene  
Medtronic - Your Cause, LLC  
Michael and Kelly Palmer  
Minneapolis Kiwanis Foundation  
Minnesota Community Foundation  
Paul Holte  
Rehael Fund of the Minneapolis Foundation  
- Roger Hale/Nor Hall  
Riverway Foundation  
Rob Werling and Kim Ford  
Scott and Sabrina Ellis, in honor of John Munger  
Thomas and Barb Leppke-Hennig  
Toby and Dorothy Markowitz  
United Health Foundation  
Zachary and Vanessa Handler  

$500 - $999
Aaron and Merrie Sjogren  
Addicks Hoch Fund of The Minneapolis Foundation  
Ambar Bajpai  
Andre and Elizabeth L’Heureux  
Anonymous (5)  
Best Buy  
Bob and Barb Woodruff  
Brian Thyr and Danita Carlson  
Carl and Connie Shaffer  
Chidam and Meenakshi Chidambaram  
Damon and Angelique Struyk  
Darlyle and Dawn Owens  
David and Joan Melcher  
The Doug and Martha Miller Family Fund, on behalf of Brad and Courtney Miller  
Frances Wise  
Genevieve Johnson and Michael Kinnee  
James and Patricia Carlen  
James and Patricia Doheny  
James Horn  
Jim and Laura Rubin  
John and Elizabeth Hinck  
John Pedersen and Laura Fingerson  
Jon Schwartz and Marcee Harris Schwartz  
Michael Kral and Molly Jordan Kral  
Richard Pike and Barbara Conti  
Sara Graffunder  
Seagate Technologies  
Sonja Harlane  
Steve Yore and Janine Sieja  
Ted and Julie Dyste  
Thrivent Financial - Thrivent Choice  
The Tieszen Family Charitable Fund of InFaith Community Foundation  
Tom Hennum  
Tricia Conroy  
Youngblood Lumber Co.  

UP TO $500
Aaron Hartman  
Abiola Shittu  
Adam and Carolyn Bock  
Adam and Mary Sellke  
Adam Stein  
Advantage Consulting LLC  
Alan and Mary Hogg  
Alasdair Wilson  
Alison Ogren  
Amanda Freyeh  
Amazon Smile Foundation  
Amereprise Financial  
Amy and Sally  
Amy Sissala  
Andrea  
Andrew and Amy Willette  
Andrew and Marlene Strom  
Andrew Banas  
Andrew Tilman  
Andy and Betsy Koch  
Angel Krogstrud, in honor of Susan J. Weyandt  
Angela North  
Angie Griffin  
Ann Holt, in honor of Carol Owens  
Anna Szafranski  
Anna Yurchenko  
Anne and Alyce Eaton  
Anne Walters  
Anonymous (91)  
Anonymous, in honor of Diane  
Anonymous, in honor of George Pillsbury  
Anonymous, in honor of Grant  
Anonymous, in honor of Jerry Zweigbaum  
Anonymous, In honor of Oscar Kirven’s 11th Birthday  
Anonymous, in honor of Robert Kramer and Susi Saxl  
Anonymous, in honor of Steve Hoag  
Anonymous, in honor of Sue and Jacob’s wedding  
Anonymous, in honor of the City of Minneapolis  
Anonymous, in memory of our grandparents lost  
Anthony and Carolyn Bramante  
Anupam and Elyse Kharbanda  
Arne Sorenson  
Arthur Basham  
Ashley Voss  
Atticus Wolford  
Audrey Lenoch, in honor of Veronica Ingram  
Audrey Sheffield  
Barry Taylor and Amy Fredregill  
Ben and Megan Crary  
Beth Kain  
Bill Cooper and Elisabeth Hoff  
Bill Lynch, in honor of Darren Ruschy  
Bob Thompson  
Brad Heideman and Elizabeth Walters  

Thank you
2018 DONORS

John McGill
John Thompson and Ann Viviano
Jon Anderson
Jon Clark
Jon Connolly
Jon Fagerson and Meg Forney, in honor of Mary McKelvey
Jon Radloff
Josh and Jane Wolke
Joyce Russotto
Judy Griesedieck
Julia Joseph-Di Caprio
Julie Garretson
Justin Kelly
Justin Nickila
Kai Bjerkness
Karen Kleinhans, in honor of parks and the outdoors
Karl Holub
Karla Stone, in honor of Mary McKelvey
Karrin Stoehr
Kate and Doug Waxon
Kate Smith
Katherine Flom
Kathryn Hudak
Kathy Lindberg, in honor of Kenneth and Alice Edstrom
Katie Haag and Vaughn Emerson
Keith and Sandy Jones
Kelli O'Keefe
Kelly Knaus
Ken Lundell
Ken Valley and Jane DeKraay
Kevin and Kristine Johnson
Kevin and Maureen Murphy
Kevin and Raquel Councill
Kevin Harding and Anita Terry
Kevin McKown
Kurt Kelsey and Mary Lynch
Kyle Thomas
La Squadra
Laif Olson, in honor of Jacob Bustos
Larry and Michele, in honor of Mary McKelvey
Larry Reynolds, in honor of Mary McKelvey
Larry Torkelson
Laura Lavelle
Lauren Melcher
Leroy Leftwich
Lily Sather
Linda Gallant
Lindsay Sheridan
Lisa Giddings
Lora and Raj Joshi
Loren and Mary Kay Johnson
Lori Nesvold
Lorie Shaull
Lovell Trahan
Lowell Johnson
Lubos and Helena Mares
Lucas Malm, in honor of spring grooming
M. K. Baker
Mancel Mitchell
Maplelag Resort
Marc and Beth Swiontkowski
Marco Bommarito
Maree Hampton and Corey Brinkema
Maria Bryan
Marian Meyer
Marie Torkelson, in honor of Larry Torkelson
Marisa Ramsay, in honor of Timothy McHugo Sr.
Mark and Ann Marie Hayes
Mark and Sara Fabel, in honor of Mary McKelvey
Mark Bixby and Keelin Kane
Mark Bloomquist
Mark Brown
Mark Catlin
Mark Gehlsen and Lori Nesvold
Mark Hennessy
Mark Larson
Mark Pixler
Mark Stange
Martin Green and Bonnie Carlson-Green, in honor of Nancy Nelson's great volunteer coordination
Martina Sailer
Marty Broan and Siri Engberg
Mary Amundson
Mary Cavanagh
Mary Guilford Plumb and David Plumb
Mary Lusk, in honor of Mary McKelvey
Mary Martuscelli, in memory of Bruce Guler
Matthew and Kate Olson
McJilton Family
Megan Collins
Melissa Gesick
Meredith Johnson and Chriss Joyce
Michael and Megan Daman
Michael and Sharon Bash
Michael Cameron
Michael Engh
Michael Flood and Gretchen Pick
Michael Healy
Michael Manno
Michael Moores
Michael Nystuen
Michael Pignato and Karen Abel
Michael Schlecht
Michael Schock and Leslie Baken
Michael Zwank
Michelle Thoemke
Microsoft
Mike and Kobi Hoffman
Mike Bono and Kathie Constantine, in honor of Mary McKelvey
Mike Seeberger
Minnetronix
Missy Thompson and Gar Hargens
Nancy Powell
Nathanial McElwain
Nathaniel Tollefson and Susan Schaars
Neville Erasmus
Nicholas Minderman
Nicholas Rogers
Nicole Cueno and James Brand
Nicole Moen and Mike Skoglund
Nicole Reynolds, in honor of Mary McKelvey
Nicole Werts
Noah and Heather Day
Novo Nordisk
Odd Osland
Ol’ Dirty Biker
Parker Dahlgren
Pat Ryan
Patricia Phillips
Patti Bohaty
Patty Hoolihan and Chris Fisher
Patty Lee and Lori Fewer
Paul and Lois Bloomberg
Paul Nelsen and Maureen Michalski
Paula Schreifels, in honor of Jim Owens
Pete Bacig
Pete Thomas
Peter Bauer and Mary Vancura
Peter Bohacek and Kris Hansen
Peter Goodwin
Peter Goss and Karma Walker
Peter Huckfeldt
Peter Sandgren and Veeti Tandon
Peter Shanedling and Rachel Ratner
Peter Thelen and Lynne Gibea
Peter Vaughan and Cathy Anson
Phil and Allie Rogosheske, in memory of John Burton
Philip Parker
Randall Mork
Raquel Briskin
Rebecca Knight, in honor of Joe Guylas
Rebecca Parenteau, in honor of Lizzie and Brad, and wishing them a lifetime of happiness
Rebecca Skoler and Steve Stovitz
Rebecca Zadroga
Red Hat - YourCause, LLC
Reece and Josie Walton and Other Family Members
Renee Emerson, in honor of Mary McKelvey
Renee Schaefer
Richard and Carrie Higgins
Richard and Jill Stever-Zeitlin
Richard and Susan Dubay
Richard Anderson
Richelle Moen
Rick and Cynthia Anderson
Rick and Deanne Beaudet, in honor of Richfield Nordic
Rick Hawley
Rob Ogren and Carrie Mikulich
Rob Thomas
Robert and Amy Murphy
Robert and Carolyn Harris
Robert and Julia Lyng
Robert and Kathy Hendrickson
Robin Hutcherson
Roger Remark
Ron and Sandy Patton, in honor of Jessica Abt
Ron Traxinger
Roshani Sarayi
Rudolph Maxa
Ryan Coogan
Sally Wherry, in honor of Mary McKelvey
Sandy and Alan Witesky
Sara Zanussi
Sarah and Mark Reinhardt
Sarah Reuter
Sasha Strul
Schwob Family
Schwob Family
Sarah and Mark Reinhardt
Sandy and Alan Watesky
Sara Zanussi
Sarah and Mark Reinhardt
Sandra Gusick
We are grateful to all the donors who made contributions to the annual fund between October 1, 2017 and September 20, 2018. If there is one truth of donor lists, it is that they are never perfect. If you identify any errors, please contact us at info@loppet.org.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Donors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
2018 Trailhead Campaign Donors

Steve Befort
Steve Eberly and MariAn Klein
Steve Yore and Janine Sieja
Stuart and Nancy Friedell Family Foundation
The Sue and Phil Ankeny Family Fund, in memory of Jim Owens
Taylor Fay and Jasmine Mastel-Lipson
Thomas and Barb Leppke-Hennig
Thomas and Tracy Murphy, in honor of Wendy Reed and Annemiek Sierstersmann
Thomas Egger Sr.
Thomas MacLeod and Christa Anders
Thrivent Financial
Tim and Dawn Prinsen
Timothy and Francine O’Brien
Toby and Dorothy Markowitz
Todd and Alice Johnson
Todd and Anne Hinrichs
Tom and Kari Kleven
Tom and Rose Mary Meyer
Tom and Sue Haeg, in honor of Lawrence and Helen Haeg
Tom F. and Gail S. Novacheck
Tom Haigh and Karen Canon
Travelers
True North Outdoors LLC
The Tuttle Family Fund, in memory of Jim Owens
United Health Foundation
US Bank Foundation Employee Matching Gift Program
Wade Gulbransen and Nicolle Harty
Will Miner
Will Schroeer and Pam Fickenscher
William and Donna
William Mullen and Stephanie Lauenstein
Wilson and Barbara Lundsdaal, in memory of Jim Owens
Win and Binky Rockwell
Wolf Tooth

$500 - $999
American Birkebeiner Ski Foundation
Andrew Kay
Anonymous (5)
Anonymous, in honor of the Eden Prairie Nordic Ski Team
Anthony and Angela Baizarini-Leonhart
Audrey Greene, in honor of Penelope Greene's birthday
Ben Cantlon and Kristin Burger
Bill and Kate Richtman
Bill and Maggie Dexheimer Pharris
Bill and Mary Beth Tuttle
Bill and Sally Centner
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Minnesota
Brett and Cindy White
Brian and Barb Meeker, in honor of the Kenwood Gymnastics Center
Brian Krueger
Brocade Communications Systems, Inc.
Bruce and Ann Nelrad
Bruce and JulieAnne Hjerpe
Carla McGrath and Cole Rogers
Cees Duijndam
Cheryl and Jeff Dubois
Chidambaram Family
Chris and Nicole Harvey
Christopher and Venke Davis
Costa Voulgaropoulos and Yianna Apostolidou
Curt Werdal
Dallas and Amy Johnson
Dan and Judy Titcomb
Dana Rasmussen
Daniel L. Sutton
Darren and Ann Ruschy
Dave and Sandra Rhude
David and Amy De Jong
David and Carmela Kranz
David and Suzanne Carson
David Knoop
David Mahoney and Lisa Whitehill
Debbie Schumer
Dick Hurrelbrink and Sarah Caruso
Doug Keller and Kathleen Miller
Douglas Neumann
Duane Phinney
Elizabeth Thompson
Employees of QBP
Eric and Jessica Edevold
Eric and Michelle Lebow
Erik Peterson and Heidi Annexstad
Erik Randall
Faribault Woolen Mill Co.
Frances Wise
Fred Kuhnen
Gerald Kollodge
Greg and Manilyn Franzen
Greg and Martha Pomerantz
Greg Fangel and Liz Wagner, in memory of Norm Oakvik
Honeywell
James Bischoff
James Luby and Emily Hoover
Jamie McBride and Maren Olson
Jeff and Susan McLeod
Jeff Nelson and Kathy Loffler
Jeffrey and Carol Ingram
Jeffrey Hanson and Ann Hayden
Jim and Beth Kuzzy
Joel Woodward and Brenda Butler
John and Heather Ostergren
Judd and Maya Larson and Monica Smith
Keith and Sandy Jones
Ken Valley and Jane DeKraay
Kevin and Beth Dooley
Kim and Larry Stephan
Larry and Kay Horsch, in memory of Jim Owens
Lee Lynch and Terry Saario
Marise Widmer
Mark Schneider and Mary Lincoln
Martin and Dorothy Richmond
Mary Bauer
Mary Fitzpatrick
Michael Moulsof and Jan Kihm
Mike and Fran Mccloskey
Mitch Vars
Morgan and Anna Burns
Nathaniel Scott and Kimberly Viskocil
Noah and Heather Day
Patricia Marxen Nye and Robert Nye, in memory of Jim Owens
Paul and Lee Thoresen
Paul and Teri Richardson

Kim and Laurie Boyce
Kim Dayton and Laurie Hanson
Lakes Area Realty-Uptown
Larry and Donna Peszek
Larry Bakken and Cathy Jacobson
Lindsay and Kyle Henning
Lisa Pugh
Margaret Harrington Conroy and Grace and Bill Conroy
Marguerite Harvey
Mark and Kathy Gross, in honor of Erik Fagerstrom
Mark and Sonja Elias
Mark Gittleman and Debra Oberman, in memory of Jim Owens
Markell Kiefer and Tyson Lien
Martin and Marilyn Lipschultz
Matching Grant Program Fund of The Minneapolis Foundation
Maxine Wallin
Mia and Neal Blanchett, in honor of August Blanchett
Michael and Catherine DeMane
Michael and Kelly Palmer
Michael and Pam Nightingale
Michael Edlavitch and Teresa Angier
Michael and Pam Nightingale
Michelle and Pete Dankworth
Microsoft
Mike and Heidi Erickson
Mindy and Steve Benton
Minnesota Mountain Bike Series
Mohamed Nouri
Muffy Ritz/Larsen Fund
Nicole and Eric Frost
P. Scialla
Patrick and Tara Frimat
Paul Arbisi and Donna Wiese Arbisi, in honor of La Squadra
Paul Fraser and Nancy Owens Fraser, in memory of Jim Owens
Paul Marshall Fund of the St Paul Foundation, in honor of John C. Burton
Peter H. Bachman and Janet Rice Fund of the Minneapolis Foundation
Peter Hanson
Petersen/Keller Architecture
Piotr and Laura BednarSKI
Proto Labs Foundation
Punch & Associates Investment Management
Rich and Karin Roof
Rich and Paula Colestock
Rich Tauer and Anne Marchand
Richard Pike and Barbara Conti
Rick and Diana Budde
Robert and Julia Lyng
Robert Kramer and Susi Saxl
Robert McIvEneen and Ellen Jones
Ron and Lisa Youngdahl
Rowan and Christina DeBold
Ruth Taylor
Ryan Atwell
Sabine and Dudley Barksdale
Sandra Ryan Myhre
Sarah Lang and Scott Sponheim
Scott and Kristi Pearson
Scott Rosenbaum and Gretchen Piper
Paul and Lee Thoresen
Paul and Teri Richardson

Piotr and Laura Bednarski
Petersson/Keller Architecture
Peter Hanson
Pettersen/Keller Architecture
Piotr and Laura BednarSKI
Proto Labs Foundation
Punch & Associates Investment Management
Rich and Karin Roof
Rich and Paula Colestock
Rich Tauer and Anne Marchand
Richard Pike and Barbara Conti
Rick and Diana Budde
Robert and Julia Lyng
Robert Kramer and Susi Saxl
Robert McIvEneen and Ellen Jones
Ron and Lisa Youngdahl
Rowan and Christina DeBold
Ruth Taylor
Ryan Atwell
Sabine and Dudley Barksdale
Sandra Ryan Myhre
Sarah Lang and Scott Sponheim
Scott and Kristi Pearson
Scott Rosenbaum and Gretchen Piper

Piotr and Laura Bednarski
Petersson/Keller Architecture
Peter Hanson
Pettersen/Keller Architecture
Piotr and Laura BednarSKI
Proto Labs Foundation
Punch & Associates Investment Management
Rich and Karin Roof
Rich and Paula Colestock
Rich Tauer and Anne Marchand
Richard Pike and Barbara Conti
Rick and Diana Budde
Robert and Julia Lyng
Robert Kramer and Susi Saxl
Robert McIvEneen and Ellen Jones
Ron and Lisa Youngdahl
Rowan and Christina DeBold
Ruth Taylor
Ryan Atwell
Sabine and Dudley Barksdale
Sandra Ryan Myhre
Sarah Lang and Scott Sponheim
Scott and Kristi Pearson
Scott Rosenbaum and Gretchen Piper
Paul Merwin
Penny and Steven Sanderson Fund of The
Minneapolis Foundation
Pete Dahquist
Peter and Bridget Daniels
Peter and Mary Sue Vorbrich
Piper Jaffray Companies
Richard Paal and Amy Case-Paal
Russell T. Lund Charitable Trust
Slater and Lise Crosby
Stephen and Elizabeth Shaffer
Steve and Ellen Klos
Steven and Christine Dwyer
Stuart Bradt
Susan Knutson
TEGNA Inc.
Thomas and Julie Cahay
Thomas Shaw
Tim Olken-Hunt
Tom and Martha Meyer
Tom Bird and Catherine Shreves, in honor
of the wedding of Mary Bolla and David
Dayton
Ulrike Axen
Wallace and Beckie Alexander
Walter Pickhardt
Wayne and Lynde Vespoli
Xcel Energy
Yury Gusev, in memory of Igor Badamshin

UP TO $499

Aaron Hartman
Aaron Rutzick
Abby Holmquist
Adam and Carolyn Bock
Adam and Susan Gordon
Adam Segar
Adrian Peers
Adrienne and Steve Oesterle
Al Iverson
The Alden Family, in honor of Irving
Fischbein
Alex Dobbertin
Alexandra Renslo
Alice Kullman, in memory of Jim Owens
Alicia Eimers
Alisa Reckinger
Alix and Holly Magner
Allan Green and Kristine Severson
Allen Hanson
Allison Laurent
Amanda Mason
Ameriprise Financial
Andrea Abbs
Andrea Chazin
Andrea Wood
Andrew and Amy Willette
Andrew and Marlene Strom
Andrew and Sarah Morrow
Andrew Blazar, in honor of Bill Blazar, Mary
Huntstiger, Adrian and Lauren Blazar,
Micah and Emily Blazar, and Jeremy Blazar
Andrew Brown
Andrew Egger
Andrew Karre
Andrew Tilman
Andrew Tubesing and Heather Isernhagen

Andy and Tammy Vergeront
Andy Fehrenbach
Angela North
Angie Dahl
Ann Holt, in honor of Carol Owens and Jim
Owens
Ann Kools
Ann Schley
Anna Witt
Annamarie Daley
Anne Walters
Annie Trimberger
Annie Trimberger, in memory of Nico Kieper
Anonymous (2), in honor of La Squadra
Anonymous, in honor of Mike Harrison
Anonymous, in memory of Jim Owens
Anonymous, in honor of Minne-Loppet
Programs
Anonymous (152)
Anthony and Katie Severt
The Ardis and James Barnett Charitable Gift
Fund
Arne Sorenson, in honor of La Squadra
Arthur and Talin Spring, in honor of Loucine
Spring
Ashley Streetman and Alex Farinas
Austin Morrow
Balance Fitness
Barbara Dexter
Barbara Templeman, in honor of Steve Yore’s
birthday
Barry and JoAnn Birkholz
Becky Brooks
Becky Nahm
Ben and Megan Popp
Ben and Nicole Clarke, in honor of James B.
Clarke
Ben Fife
Ben Horn and Lisa Goodman
Ben Larson
Ben Witt
The Bennett-Hays Family
Bernie and Jan Wagnild
Beth Desnick and Noah Raam
Beth Robinson
Beth Wicklund
Betty Meyer, in memory of Jim Owens
Bill and Casey Hooke
Bill and Jennifer Welsh
Bill Cooper and Elisabeth Hoff
Bill Delano and Lisa van der Steur
Bill Tilton
Bill Weber
Bjorn and Christina Engstrom
BL Lever
Blaine Gudbjartsson and Allison Hannon, in
honor of Gunnar Gudbjartsson
Blaze Fugina
Blong Yang and Mai Neng Moua
Bob and Marie Feely
Bob Iverson
Bob Reinhardt
Bob Thompson
Bob Wheeler and Teri Schiller
Bobby and Barbara Griffin, in memory of
Jim Owens
Boe Carlson
Bonnie Carlson-Green and Martin Green,
in honor of Loppet Ski Club Coaches
Bonnie Larson
Boston Scientific Employee Giving
Program
Brad and Ruth Ehalt
Brad Erickson
Brandon Whitney and Amy Braford
Whitney
Brent and Michelle Bjorkness
Brett and Carla Carver
Brett Arentz
Brian and Barb Meeker
Brian and Caitlin Gregg
Brian and Erica Driver
Brian and Heidi Lee
Brian and Jennifer Kompelien
Brian and Kim Fragodt, in honor of Jim
Owens
Brian and Sue Croteau
Brian D. Johnston, in honor of Jack and
Everett Johnston
Brian Gottschalk
Brian Lee
Brian McCollor
Bridget Hust
Britt and Jodi Hubler
Britt Peterson
Bruce and Char Bostrom, in honor of
Sonja Johnsen
Bruce and Janell Siegfried
Bruce and Margaret Adelsman
Bruce and Mary Bildsten
Bruce Lemmons
Buddy and Lisa Ide
Byron Lukbenkov
Caesar and Susie Galiano
Cam Hoang
Carey LaMere
Cary Manson
Carrie Muehlbauer
Casey Adams
Catherine Lipinsky, in honor of Andrew
and Peter Lipinsky
Cathy Konat
Chad Foote and Becca Nelson
Chad Kelly
Charles and Caryn Donly
Charles and Kirstin Johnson-Nixon
Charles and Rebecca Lyon
Charles and Valerie Anderson
Charles Lodge
Charles Thiele
Charlie and Jacie Hurd
Charlie and Pam Hile, in memory of
Arnie and Doris Holt
Cheryl Ajax
Chip Welling and Barb Thoman
Chris and Crissy Leaf
Chris Bennet-Gagner
Chris Fisher and Patty Hoolihan
Chris Freed
Chris Marsden
Chris St. George
Chris Sur
Chris Thorson
Christine Kane
Christopher Loftgren
Christopher Lynch
Christopher Volker  
Chuck and Nancy Liddy  
Cinda Collins  
Cindy Angerhofer and Tom O’Leary  
Claire Luby  
Claire Wilson  
Clifford Owen  
Cody and Erica Schimelpfenig  
Constance Baillie  
Corey Towle and Ali Parsons Towle  
Corey Towle and Ali Parsons Towle, in memory of Titus J. Goodow  
Corinne Wright-MacLeod  
The Cork Family  
Craig and Kira Stolen  
Craig Cardinal  
Craig Helmstetter and Kristin Peterson  
Craig Poorker and Joanie Miller  
Craig Schulz and Karen Chandler  
Craig Truempi, in honor of Eden Prairie Nordic  
Curt and Helen Hillstrom  
Cynthia Alper  
Dale and Ann Warner  
Dale and Sue Claridge  
Dan and Ayle DeRoma  
Dan Beno  
Dan Berntson  
Dan Campbell  
Dan Gilchrist and Suzanne McCurdy  
Dan Jackson  
Dan Killian and Barb Livick  
Dan Kitzberger  
Dan Ness and Linda Zespy, in celebration of the marriage of Mary Bolla and David Dayton  
Dan Pennie and Anne Carayon  
Dan Rutman, in honor of Cynthia Osterling  
Dana and Jon Schroeder  
Dana Hamilton  
Dana Schnobrich  
Daniel and Cheryl Dulas  
Daniel and Donna Melville, in memory of Jim Owens  
Daniel Gerds  
Daniel Ruh  
Dario Anselmo  
Darrell and Jennifer Fusaro  
Dave and Bridget Keller  
Dave and Cheryl Middlekauff  
Dave and Katie Sieben  
Dave Barnard and Karen Weiium  
Dave Carlson  
Dave Loquist and Rebekah Ormsby  
David and Alison Whitaker  
David and Amy Moore  
David and Barbara Johnson  
David and BethAnn Chamberlain  
David and Cathie Tilman, in honor of Jim Gulstrand, coach and mentor  
David and Leanne Manning  
David and Margaret Vergeyle  
David and Mary Johnson  
David and Melanie Goodwyne  
David and Sharon Carlson  
David and Susan Lima  
David Delforge and Cynthia Miller  
David Goodman  
David Hartman  
David Helm  
David Herridge  
David Holland and Rhonda Kuehl  
David Jacobson  
David Martinson and Arielle Courtney  
David McKay and Ranee Ramaswamy  
David Miller and Sara Jones, in honor of Henry and George Jarvinen  
David Munn and Linda Luksan  
David Paulson  
David Zarkower and Vivian Bardwell  
Dean Bachmeier  
Deanne and Rick Beaudet  
Deb Vosler  
Deborah Saul, in memory of Jim Owens  
Deborah Slomkowski, in honor of the Wayzata Mountain Bike Team  
Deborah Sussex and Michael Dietzman, in memory of Jim Owens  
Debra Delaney  
Dede Antonelli  
Dennis and Ann Frett  
Dennis and Barb Ehler  
Dennis Olmstead  
Derek Gavigan  
Dixon Pettingill  
Don Giesting and Catherine Welch  
Donald and Mary Hauff  
Dorothy J. Horns and James P. Richardson  
Doug and Anne Westby  
Doug and Karen McElrath  
Doug Hanson  
Douglas and Betty Heffernan  
Doyle and Lorie Herman  
Drew Carlson  
Drew Holbrook and Lynne Cecil  
Duane Higgs  
Dunn Bros. Coffee  
Earl-Torniainen family  
East Calhoun Community Organization  
Edward Kohler  
Edward Swain and Mary Keirstead  
Edwin Chinan  
Elis Endres and Muna Bitew  
Elisabeth Hoff  
Elissa Cedarleaf Dahl  
Elizabeth Hinz  
Elizabeth Lapetina  
Elizabeth Sletten, in honor of Penelope Greene  
Emily Eastman  
Emily Gannon  
Eric and Jennifer Rudie  
Eric and Jessica Rhyner  
Eric and Molly Ekstrand  
Eric Brandt and Malwina Caban  
Eric Flom and Nancy Nelsen-Flom  
Eric Halverson and Regan Reinerth  
Eric Pirus  
Erik and Rita Hendrickson  
Erik Fagerstrom  
Erik Hinkle and Erica Gardner  
Erik Minge and Tazia Brunetti  
Erik Pieh and Elspeth Runnander  
Eri Daly  
Evan Pengelly  
Everett and Valerie Arnold  
Forrest and Beth Russell  
Frank and Peggy Johnson  
Fritz and Annie Cleveland  
Gabriel Hanson  
Gary and Barbara Krupp  
Gary and Colleen Smith  
Gary and Wendy Wold  
Gary Schmalzbauer  
Gear West  
Geir Johansen  
George and Mary Wawro  
Gerry and Susan Timm  
Glenn and Marlys Fuller, in honor of the Alexander family  
Google Inc.  
Grace Fredrickson  
Grant Tanenbaum  
Greg and Kathy Olson  
Greg and Martha Archer  
Greg and Martha Pomerantz, in honor of Penelope Greene  
Greg and Megan Schmidt  
Greg and Wendy Fields  
Greg Klave  
Greg Reiersen  
Greg Reinhieller  
Gregory A. Filice  
Gregory and Gale Shuster  
Gregory Byrd  
Gregory Chastain and Molly Cooper  
Gretchen and Jonathan Sage-Martinson  
Gretchen Mueller  
Guff Van Voren and Vicki Raport  
Hanna Gilviv  
Hannah Friedlander  
Hans Harlane  
Harry and Walter Daman  
Hazel Ronhovde  
Heather Douglass  
Herman Milligan  
Hilary Patzer  
Holly Windschitl  
Homewood Studios  
Hudie and Sarah Broughton  
Ian and Lisa Kushner  
Isaac Young  
Jack Cheesebro and Jane Dougherty  
Jack Collins and Beth Olson  
Jack Sullivan  
Jacob and Kirsten Kjome  
James and Brigitte Ketterson  
James and Christine Johnson  
James and Deanna Sokolowski  
James and Mary Clarke  
James and Mary Ellen Greene  
James and Sharon Allen  
James Archer  
James Jackson  
James Kaush and Martha Flynn  
James M. White  
James Martenson  
James Schneider  
JAMF Nation Global Foundation  
Jamie Herridge  
Jamie Honour, in honor of Jim Owens  
Jane Ladky and Charlie Vogel  
Janet LaMere
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Janine Sieja, in honor of Moira Petit
Janis Clay and Elam Baer
Jason and Jess Fauchier
Jason Flynn and Stacey Boggs
Jay Coogan and Kathleen Fletcher
Jay Swanson and Ellen Doll
JD Downing
JD Haas
Jed and Jocelyn Gorlin
Jeff and Gillian Rosenquist
Jeff and Laura Schmieg
Jeff and Liz Hilligoss
Jeff and Sarah Verdoliva Boatman
Jeff and Susan McLeod, in honor of
Jennifer McLeod Hill
Jeff Berg
Jeff Born
Jeff Roberts
Jeffery Mcnaught and Lori Mittag
Jeffrey and Kristin Block
Jeffrey Burton and Varda Nauen, in honor of Penelope and Mark Greene
Jeffrey Dekko and Christie Rhodes Dekko, in memory of Jim Owens
Jennifer and Eric O’Link, in honor of Margaret Adelsman
Jennifer Cook
Jennifer Hovelsrud
Jennifer Leazer
Jennifer Mewaldt
Jerry Pomije
Jesse Pearson
Jessica Meyer, in honor of Lindsay the Loppet Queen!
Jill Jacoby
Jill Locke
Jillian Mazullo
Jim and Janice Fallon
Jim and Sue Westerman
Jim Chan
Jim Cuene, in honor of the Wayzata Mountain Bike Team
Jim Manolis and Emily Green
Jim Ramstad, in memory of Jim Owens
Jim Weinand
Jim Young and Kathryn Steinberger
Jo Donovan, in honor of the coaches at Minneapolis South High School Nordic Skiing
Joachim Hossick Schott
Joan Stanton
Jock and Sara Donaldson
Joe and Carrie Litland
Joe and Jacqueline Kelly
Joe and Karen Mayer
Joe and Patricia Duffy
Joe and Susan Mathison
John and Audrey Colasanti
John and Bonnie Albrecht
John and Debbie Orenstein
John and Gwen Daniels
John and Jennifer Adleman
John and Jennifer Sullivan
John and Kate Sandberg
John and Kim Thies
John and Kris Miller
John and Laura Crosby
John and Lona Healam
John and Maria Rosengren
John and Rachel Ohman
John and Rebecca Bartlett
John and Teresa Richter
John Breitinger
John Callahan
John Forrest
John Haberman
John Haveman
John Hoch and Lori Robinson
John Kostouros
John McGrath
John Meccia
John Melin
John Pedersen and Laura Fingerson
John Ryden
John Saunders
John Schmidt
John Schulzetenberg and Judy Engel
John Speltz and Barbara Holzl Speltz
John Stafford
John Strand
John Strand and Katie Sherman
John Swain
John Taft and Laura Delaney Taft
John Thompson and Ann Viviano
John Tieszen
Johnny Nemeth
Jon and Jennifer Severson, in memory of William B. Wilcox
Jon Anderson
Jon Bye
Jon DeJong
Jon Dicus and Jennifer Breen
Jon Olson
Jon Schwartz and Marcee Harris Schwartz
Jonathan and Lisa Faust
Jonathan and Nancy Rova
Jonathan Levy and Beth Virnig
Joni Scheffel
Jose A Hernandez
Josh and Jane Wolke
Judah and Latricia Askew
Judith Walsh
Justin and Katie Hubbard
Justin Bakken
Justin Kelly
Justin Nickila
Justin Young
John McGill
Kacey Plad
Kai Bjerkness and Patti Johnson
Kai Richter and Zenaida Chico
Kalen and Stephanie Graham
Karen Bebcuk
Karen Chenvert
Karen Kleinhaus
Kari Augdahl
Karl Dewahl and Val Pearson
Karl Lambert
Katelyn Engel
Katharine Kelly
Kathleen O’Hara
Kathleen Porter
Kathryn Kerber
Kathryn Wyatt
Kathy Haug
Kati Faliencykowski
Katrese Ringham
Katy Lindblad
Keith and Betsy Gilbert
Keith and Jackie Jimmerson, in memory of Jim Owens
Keith and Jody Radtke
Keith Prussing
Kelly Fitz
Kelly Knaus
Ken and Nicole Barnes
Ken Rosen
Kent and Cindy York
Kent White
Kerry Casey and Kelly Trewartha
Kevin and Katie Greimel, in honor of Mark Lauren
Kevin and Kelly Gross
Kevin and Kristine Johnson
Kevin and Maureen Murphy
Kevin Curry
Kevin Koss
Kevin McKown
Kim and Kathy Woolsey
Kim Kelley
Kim Noha
Kirk and Margo Roberts
Kirk and Pam Hyatt
Kirk McCall and Carrie Shanahan
Knute Sands
Krista Margolis
Kristen Spargo and John Aiken
Kristin Makholm, in memory of Jim Owens
Kristina Lund
Kristine Anderson
Kurt and Barbara Klussendorf
Kurt and Laura Taken-Holtze
Kurt Kelsey and Mary Lynch
Kurt Waltenbaugh and Tracy Nordstrom
Kurt Ware
Kurtis Fechtmeyer and Alison Townley, in honor of Leslie Hale
Kyle and Kerstin Nickodem
Larry and Debby Myers
Laura and Dan Swartz
Laura Berg
Laura Kossan
Laura Malwitz
Lauren Kiesel
Lauren Ott
Laurie Headrick, in memory of Jim Owens
Lawrence Fox and Beth Foster
Leo Simmons
Leonard and Jeri Coequyt
Libby Huber And Tony Franklin
Linda Ruetz
The Lipinsky Family
Lisa Heille
Lisa Wissbaum
Lora Arnold
Lorelee Miller
Lori Sartori
Lucas Malm
Luke Froehle
Lynd Anderson
Lynd Franklin
Lynd Perszyk
Lynn Randazzo
Maddie Mcalister
Malla Corbett
Mandy Beech, in memory of Jim Owens
Marc and Jane Matsoff
Marc Shapiro
The Marcus R. and Regina M. Magnuson Family Donor Advised Fund, a Donor Advised Fund of Renaissance Charitable Foundation
Maret Family
Margaret MacGregor, in memory of hap Lutter and Malcolm MacGregor
Marie Jordan
Marie Torkelson
Mark Addicks and Tom Hoch
Mark Ambroe and Kathleen Sullivan
Mark and Aimee Johnson
Mark and Ann Marie Hayes
Mark and Lynn Erickson
Mark and Mary Van Note
Mark and Pamela Roemer
Mark and Sara Fabel
Mark Brose
Mark Dittrich, in memory of Jim Owens
Mark Francis
Mark Goldman
Mark Hansell and Teri Takehiro
Mark Hennessy
Mark Larson
Mark Rathbun
Mark Stange
Mark Trumper
Mark Wanderman and Kristin Benson
Marlene Michels, in honor of Kim Rudd
Marque Jensen
Marsha Karpinen
Martin Wera
Marty and Sheila Berger
Marvin and Terry Richardson
Mary Beth Lardizabal
Mary Faist
Mary Cavanagh
Mary Castaneda, in memory of Jim Owens
Mary Cavanagh
Mary Faist
Mary Gunderson
Mary O’Donnell
Matt and Amy Runion
Matt and Caitlin Pekuri
Matt and Mia Boos
Matt and Teresa Callahan
Matt Reeve
Matt Thill
Matt Weier
Matthew and Kathy Waite
Matthew and Rebecca Stay
Matthew Bosman
Matthew Egger
Matthew Foli and Nancy Meyer
Matthew Spies and Julia Silvis
Maureen and Gordon Rudd
Megan Dehart-Gerlach
Megan Normandin
Megan Teare
Meghan Cosgrove
Meghan Krause
Melanie Sorensen
Michael and Debbie Gold
Michael and Gwen Martin
Michael and Heather Noble
Michael and Karla Bratrud
Michael and Megan Daman
Michael and Michele Hu
Michael and Susan Bleher
Michael and Susan Rissee
Michael and Tammi Cheever
Michael Bourne
Michael Brehm
Michael Cavanaugh
Michael Keck
Michael Kral and Molly Jordan Kral
Michael Luxenberg and Joan Garfield
Michael Miller and Mary Olk
Michael Moorees
Michael Nystuen
Michael Whalen
Michelle Rankin, in memory of Jim Owens
Mickey Scott, in memory of Peter Westra
Mike and Becky Hofstad
Mike and Ern Keyes
Mike and Kobi Hoffman
Mike and Nancy Lyner
Mike and Tracy Hartmann
Mike Bibelheimer
Mike Christman
Mike Elson
Mike Garrity
Mike Johnson and Mary Van
Pilsun-Johnson
Mike Moe and Christine O’Connell Moe
Mike Reid, in honor of Jim Owens
Molly Hillstrom
Molly Watkins
Morgan Jappe
Mound Westonka Nordic Ski Team
Nancy Gregerson
Nancy Mate, in honor of John Munger
Naomi Lund
Nathan and Nichole Porath
Nicholas Minderman
Nicholas Rogers
Nick and Christy Cross
Nicolas Tiziou and Tiziana Cervesato
Nicole Moen and Mike Skoglund
Nicole Schneider
Niel and Angie Willardson
Nikolai Langlois
Noah Levie and Margaret Shea Family Fund
Odd Osland
Pam Dahle
Pat Foley
Patrick and Alyson Quinn
Patrick Sipe
Patrick Skinner
Patrick Weiland, in honor of the Greene family
Paul and Amy Shirilla
Paul and Barb Schlaefer
Paul and Janna Krawczyk
Paul and Laura Morrill
Paul and Lois Bloomberg
Paul and Noel Larson
Paul and Randa Schuster
Paul and Sheryl Gage
Paul Arbisi and Donna Wiese Arbisi, in honor of Buck Arbisi
Paul Bulger
Paul Clauseman
Paul Connors
Paul Kellett
Paul Tuine
Paul, Annette, Lucy, and Skip Nelson, in memory of Jim Owens and in honor of his son Max Owens
Paula Schiefels, in memory of Jim Owens
Pete and Leslie Bacig
Pete Bacig
Peter and Anne Harris
Peter and Molly Larssen
Peter Ekberg
Peter Greene, in honor of Mark and Penelope Greene
Peter Huckfeldt and Elizabeth Danan
Peter Schlesinger
Peter Seterdahl, in memory of Jim Owens
Peter Wentzel
Phil Bode and Ann Kragtenbring
Phil Carruthers, in honor of Jay and Ellen Swanson
PT and Beatrice Magee, in honor of Mark and Penelope Greene
R.T. Rybak and Megan O’Hara
Rabbi Art Gould and Carol Robinson, in honor of Audrey Abrams
Rachel Abrams, in honor of David Abrams
Raj and Lora Joshi
Ralph Schwartz and Dorothy Goldie
Randy and Bird Anderson
Ray Aponte
Raymond Boyle and Susan Tuck
RBC Wealth Management
Reb Bowman
Rebecca Zadroga
Rich Baker
Richard Adair
Richard and Arlene Erickson
Richard and Raleigh Fromstein
Richard Chin
Richard Hills
Richard Iwen and Jennifer Roos
Rick and April Reuter
Ride and Glide Ski Club, in honor of Ken Tobacman
Rob Delaune
Rob Duggan
Rob Ogren and Carrie Mikulich
Robby Larsen
Robert and Beth Vorpahl
Robert and Joan MacLeod
Robert and Kathy Hendrickson
Robert and Melissa Acton
Robert and Michelle Ott
Robert and Sheryl Golin
Robert Kolasa and Loie Lenarz, in honor of Dick Howard
Robert Laue
Robert McCabe and Holly Ager, in honor of Norm Oakvik
Robert Murphy
Robin Schribman and Lori Charney
Rodney and Janet Jerve
Roger and Dolly Buettner
Roger and Sandy Clarke
Roger Friedell
Roger Heegaard and Cheryl Thomas
Roger Remark
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Ron and Denise Hedberg
Ron and Janet Christenson
Ron and Susan Blum
Roseanne Hope
Roy Ginsburg
Rudolph Maxa
Ruth Hovey
Ruth Shields
Ryan and Megan Welty
Ryan Fox and Teresa Kimberley
Ryan Helgerson, in honor of Donald E. Helgerson
Sandra Seemann
Sandy Zinn
Sanford and Laura Olevitch
Santiago Zarzosa
Sara Johnson
Sarah Gutknecht
Sarah Reinhardt
Sarah’s Endowment for Outdoor Fun
The Scheef Family
Scott and Ann Ulring
Scott Graham and Susan Davis
Scott Kyser
Scott Nelson, in honor of Scott Gislasson
Scott Williams
Sean and Gina Picht
Seth Berlin
Seth Fine
Seth Haskell
Seth Nesselhuf
Shannon and Erik Hansen
Sharon Stubler
Shawn and Norma Wolk
Shawn Heller
Shelley Carthen Watson
Shelley Nelson
Sherry Rudin
Sid Voss
Siglinde Moore
Sima Griffith
Simon Foster and Nikki Sorum
Sing-Ping Liu
Solveig Olson
Spencer Davis
Spot Hansen
Spring Lake Park/St. Anthony Nordic Ski Boosters
Sridhar Koneru
Stacie Price
Stacy Anderson, in honor of Mark and Penelope Greene
Stan and Karen Hokanson
Stephanie Peters
Stephen and Colleen
Stephen and Deborah Wilbers
Stephen and Susan Michals
Stephen and Suzie Bennett
Stephen Casey
Stephen Regenold
Stephen Roemer
Stephen Smith and Deborah Zvosec
Stephen Venable
Steve and Alicen Spaulding
Steve and Andrea Jones
Steve and Heidi Spaulding
Steve and Jill Sonnesyn
Steve and Jill Troutner
Steve and Jodie Hirsch
Steve and Maggie Blehert
Steve and Shelly Howe
Steve Bakken
Steve Barron
Steve Brothers
Steve Manderscheid
Steve Share and Ronna Rochell
Steve Ulrich and Kathy Tuzinski
Steve Wells and Jane Scallen
Steve Young
Steven and Kristin Pippin, in memory of Norman Pippin
Steven and Toya Downey
Steven Goetz and Swagata Banerjee
Steven Hanovich and Melissa Mark
Steven Mills
Steven Young
Sue Fier
Sue Schroeder and Jim Sverson
Susan Micks
Susan Rickert
Susan Schultz
Susan Zeni, in honor of Jim Young
The Susie and Hal Goldstein Charitable Trust
Suzanne Swanson
Sylvia McCollor
Taag and Jenny Ebert
Tammie Rosenbloom, in honor of Minneapolis kids
TC Orthodontics
TCF Foundation
Ted and Noelle Haland
Teresa Cervenka
Terrence and Linda Maag
Tharcisse and Anna
Theodore Kiesselbach and Karin Ciano
Thermo Fisher Scientific
This is a Christmas gift on behalf of Adam Bock
Thomas and Elena Brown
Thomas and Jan Hardel
Thomas and Janet Scott
Thomas and Jen Wilson
Thomas and Kate MacDonald
Thomas and Linda Brandt
Thomas and Lisa Bramer
Thomas and Margit Berg
Thomas and Paula Crouch
Thomas Hayes
Thomas Rock and Melissa Raphan
Thomas Thorndquest and Stacy Hurst
Thomas Tran
Tiffany Dreher
Tim and Patti Smith
Tim Gihring and Lucy Lyon
Tim Holmstrom
Tim Jackson
Tim Kokes
Tim McGann
Tim Miner
Tim Reardon
Tim Wegner
Timothy and Jody Quesnell
Timothy Kohls and Sara Martin
Todd and Debra Grant
Todd and Kate Cravens
Todd Harmsen
Todd Jones and Terri Shefelbine, in memory of John Shefelbine
Tolly Vollen, in memory of Al Waverek
Tom and Katherine Myers
Tom and Linda Nyman, in memory of Steve Yore
Tom and Marian Delaney
Tom and Sheila Trachtman
Tom and Susan Trondson
Tom Anderson and Joan Hughes
Tom Crampton and Betty Lunemann, in honor of Sam and Addy Sinkler
Tom Davis and Marge Watry
Tom Evers and Erin Sugrue
Tom Hedberg
Tom Hysell
Tom Owens, in honor of the wedding of Mary Bolla and David Dayton
Tonja Sahaydak
Tony and Kathleen Green
Tony and Kathy Mommsen
Tony Goldenstein and Lisa Shafer
Tony Staege
Tracey Donesky
Traey McJilton
Travis and Amy Hinck
Trevor and Stephanie Croteau
Tucker and Carolyn Dahl
Tyler Gilbert
Uldis Kreelins
Val Svensingsen
Valerie Watson
Vincent and Traci Esades
Vincent Rorhovde
Vincenzo de Bells
Virginia Smith, in honor of David Abrams
Wallace Wadd
Weber Community Planning
Will and Sally Munger
Will Bildsten
Will Decker and Sandra Zinn, in honor of Anders Decker
Will O’Keefe
Will Perkiss and Andrea Breen
William and Carol Hay
William and Doralu Lynch
William and Kate Hartfeil, in memory of Jim Owens
William and Manon Sternberg, in memory of Jim Owens
William and Nancy Bauer
William and Susan McCarthy
William Dolan and Jane Tilka
Willie and Marilyn Gorham
The Wischmeier Family
Xena Huff
Zero-Max Inc.

The following public partners made the project’s site improvements possible:
Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board
State of Minnesota
U. S. DOT
Hennepin Youth Sports Program